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CONTACT DETAILS
Peter Chatfield (Chairman)
 01892 522143 (with answerphone: please leave message)
 chairman@romseysignalbox.org.uk
Dick Hewett (Treasurer)
 01794 500523
 president@romseysignalbox.org.uk
 42 Botley Road, Romsey, Hampshire, SO51 5AP
Neil Kearns (Membership Secretary)
 02380 618167
 membership@romseysignalbox.org.uk
 38 Arundel Road, Boyatt Wood, Eastleigh, SO50 4PQ
Gavin Brooker (Site Developments)
 operations@romseysignalbox.org.uk
Jamie Brooker (Newsletter Editor)
 newsletter@romseysignalbox.org.uk

Contributions of articles and photographs for the next edition are welcome,
please forward them to the Newsletter Editor on the address above.
If you have received a monochrome issue of The Signal but have access to
email, please let us know so we can reduce printing costs. A full colour edition
is available on the website.
Cover Photo: The members on their day out trip the Swanage Railway
(David Canning)
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Welcome from the editor
Jamie Brooker
It’s time for The Romsey Signal Box’s newsletter, and it’s a big one! There has
been so much activity whilst we’ve been closed but hopefully this edition of the
newsletter should allow you to get an insight into the exciting changes that have been
going on whilst we’ve been closed!
The big news in this edition is the completion of the new building which is to
house our model signal box ‘Cowley Bridge’! Also, the third part of the ‘Unconsidered
History’ series, news about the developments on the old school site and the allimportant suggested re-opening date.
I hope that you enjoy this edition, I’ve tried to add a bit of colour here and
there (note the new headings) and I hope this is helpful to those who aren’t up to date
with the goings on at the signal box.
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Chairman’s Report
Peter Chatfield
As Dick reports elsewhere, Romsey Signal Box is experiencing an unprecedented
‘Great Leap Forward’. Unlike Mao’s catastrophic revolution of the same name, however,
the Romsey variety is the culmination of many years’ steady progress and a distinct
upturn of fortune over the last year – an evolution
from what was once a ‘project’ is set to mature into
both a key visitor attraction in the town, and a key
railway-themed working museum for the South of
England.
The catalyst for this change is the Cowley Bridge
Junction ‘miniature’ signal box. As many of you will
know, the old mark 1 Cowley Bridge toured
exhibitions but we did not have the space for it to be
housed at Romsey Signal Box. We thought it would be a pity not to display the superb
mark 2 Cowley Bridge on site. Therefore, provision for a new building was explored
and, luckily, we found that the site could accommodate a building larger than our
current visitor centre (the Pavilion) – crucially, big enough for Cowley Bridge as well as
other displays. The space allows us to do themed temporary exhibitions for special
events and enables us to offer merchandise, both of which were difficult to do with just
the limited space of the Pavilion and the Signal Box.
Photo above: Cowley Bridge Junction lever frame & block shelf (Dick Hewett)
But how to turn plans into reality?....this is where we’ve been extremely fortunate. Dick
and James in particular put so much effort into our funding applications, all of which,
I’m so delighted to say, have paid off – literally! We are further indebted to Dick and
James who, together with Lynn Willmott of the National Trust, have greatly helped us
to critically review what we offer as a visitor attraction, and how we can appeal to and
attract volunteers.
So here is the reality: the new building has been erected; Cowley Bridge is set to make
its journey to Romsey in June; we are set to re-open to the public in September;
Romsey Signal Box in September will be the restored/refurbished Signal Box, the
refurbished Pavilion building with new interactive displays and refreshments, the new
Cowley Bridge Building with Cowley Bridge itself and new artefacts and displays
including merchandise, not to mention numerous improvements on site – including the
renovated level crossing gates and ground frame.
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Our volunteers have done stirling work to get us to this position. As well as Dick and
James, special thanks to Dave, who has done a fantastic job on the Pavilion, following
on from his and Keith’s work on the Signal Box. The three Brookers – Gav, Jamie and
Lucy – have pushed forward much of the site works, and Jamie in particular has
energetically contributed loads of ideas as we’ve developed. Neil, as ever, has kept the
site looking green and well-kept. Our younger members, Tom, Ben, Matthew, James
and Josh, have all pushed forward various site works. And many of you, also David,
Marion, Janet, and Steve Hailes, helped to make the 150th anniversary special a great
success. Lastly, but absolutely not least, spare a thought please for Alan Johnston who,
almost single-handedly, is just about on the final furlong with finishing the epic that is
Cowley Bridge Junction – much awaited, but it’s finally about to happen!
What with all this good
news, surely there can’t be
a catch – can there?! Well,
I leave you with this
thought. As Dick says in his
article, we need a minimum
of five public-facing
volunteers to be on site
throughout open days. We
also plan to open more
frequently. It doesn’t take
much imagination to see
that we are close to
capacity given our current
number of active volunteers – remember that not every active volunteer can be around
every open day. Our biggest single priority is to recruit volunteers for the new publicfacing roles. And so, I repeat to you what I have always said: volunteering is just that,
it is always voluntary and we want everyone who comes down to the site to enjoy their
experience, with zero pressure regarding expectations of volunteer commitment, and
any amount of time or frequency of volunteering welcome. If you think this may be for
you, then I can assure you that we will welcome you with open arms! If you think you
can spare some of your time to help make the newly revitalized Romsey Signal Box a
success, please do come and see us on one of our monthly works days, or contact Dick
or myself.
Very best wishes
Peter. Photo above: Members on last open day 2013 (David Trewern)
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Membership Report
Neil Kearns
Welcome to all the new members who joined as a result of the Sprat and
Winkle minibus trips in March.
Following the e-mail from Dick asking for 2015/16 subscriptions to be
paid early before the end of the financial year, 23 members have already
renewed their membership. Thank you!
As for the remainder, you can post a cheque to me or Dick, give me the
money at a site working day or use the bank transfer system.
You may pay direct into the Friends' bank account on-line, quoting
"Subs" as your reference (even if you are adding an additional donation).
Pay to:
Sort Code: 30-97-14
Account: 01037221
Finally, a gentle reminder to longer standing members who have not paid
their 2014/15 or 2015/16 membership fees in the next eight weeks will
be deleted from the mailing list.
If you would like to become a member, please visit our website and
download a membership form.
Annual full membership is £5, Concession membership is
£2.50.

Photo above: Members in action (David Trewern)
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150th Anniversary

Sprat and Winkle line
Dick Hewett
On 6th March 1865, the London & South Western Railway opened new singletrack lines from Redbridge to Romsey, and from Kimbridge Junction to Andover
Junction. Thus was born what has become familiarly known (for reasons still
unknown!) as the Sprat & Winkle line.
It was the opening of this line which caused the junction to be formed at
Romsey, a development requiring the installation of a new signal box. How soon
our preserved box was actually installed is still unknown, but it was within only a
short time, and certainly by 1870. It was therefore particularly appropriate that we
should celebrate 150 years since the line was opened with a special event on 6th
March 2015. But how to celebrate the opening of a line which now only remains in
part? The answer: A trip on that part of the line which is still extant - and a trip by
minibus to visit that part which has since been closed, visiting locations of special
interest … and so it was arranged.
VIP trip on 6th March 2015
With a multitude of enthusiastic VIPs on board, including the Mayor of Test Valley
(Cllr Jan Lovell), the Romsey Town Mayor (Cllr Peter
Hurst), and the Romsey and Southampton North MP
(as at that time, Caroline Nokes), two minibuses
arrived at Redbridge station delivering 20 guests in
time to catch the 0943 SWT service to Romsey. The
Guard, primed by Three Rivers Partnership manager
Mark Miller, immediately directed everyone into the
First Class accommodation, to the delight of several
councillors who claimed never to have travelled First
Class before (really?!).
Photo: Peter Shoolingin-Jordan, Buildings
Trust Chairman (Dick Hewett)
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Alighting at Romsey Station, the party returned to the minibuses, for the first
appointment: a visit to Romsey Signal Box, and special presentations of mock
cheques to the Friends by Helen Jackson, a South East Regional Committee Member
for the Heritage Lottery Fund (£10,000), Cllr Ian Richards, Test Valley Borough
Councillor (£5,000), and Cllr Mark Cooper, Hampshire County Council (£2,500), for
the new developments on the site. The party were then treated to a rapid
demonstration of the signal box in action.
Next stop was Horsebridge Station, which has been beautifully restored by the
Charrington family. The VIPs had a chance to look through some old photographs
and wander over the platforms, before adjourning to the nearby John O Gaunt PH,
formerly called the Railway Inn, for coffee and cake.
The minibus parties then continued to Stockbridge Primary School which is
situated right next to the site of Stockbridge Station. Nothing remains of the station
itself - all swept away long ago for a new section of the A30 - but thanks to
Headteacher Emma Jefferies, the school make a feature of the Sprat & Winkle, with
the classrooms all named after the line and its stations, the station names all
displayed along the side of the building, and a mock station constructed in the
playground. Here the party were delighted to listen to some of the children who
had been studying the history of the line and its impact on Stockbridge as a project.
This was unexpectedly followed by a classroom of children being treated to some of
Rod Hoyle's prints of old photos of Stockbridge station which he had taken along on
the trip.
I had been tipped off that the school had been working with the Forest Forge
Theatre Group who were mounting a play entitled "Leaves On A Line", with a
performance at The Lights in Andover on 17th March, so the final port of call was at
The Lights where Kirstie Davies, the Chief Executive and Artistic Director of Forest
Forge, gave a brief presentation about the play, which centred on a closed but
restored country railway station, and which had been inspired by the closed railways
of Hampshire. It was a fitting finale to our trip, thoroughly enjoyed by all who
joined in.
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One special guest who deserves mention was Nigel Bray, the author of the
definitive book about the Sprat & Winkle line. I was delighted when he accepted my
invitation on the trip, particularly as this involved him in some effort, in travelling
down by train from his home in Gloucester and staying overnight in Romsey. Peter
Chatfield and I, together with my wife Anne, enjoyed a very pleasant evening with
Nigel over dinner at my house on the evening before our trip. Together with the
VIP trip the following day, it was a superb way to share in the celebration of such a
lovely railway line.
Thanks to the attendance on the trip of Andy Simmonds, reporter for the Romsey
Advertiser, and Malcolm Smith, professional photographer, we enjoyed excellent
press coverage before and after, and some great photographs. The trip was also
covered by the Southampton Video Camera Club, who will use some of the footage
as part of a film they are making about the line. Together with the networking
which was possible on the trip, it was an excellent way to spread the word about
Romsey Signal Box to some of the great and good of the local area, and the public
at large.
The public celebrations
We opened the Signal Box to the public for the next two days (7th and 8th of
March) and were delighted that about 90 visitors attended each day. Some of these
were present to enjoy one of two further minibus tours up the valley (one on each
open day). I conducted the guided trip from Romsey to Andover, calling at a number
of interesting locations, including Mottisfont, Horsebridge, Fullerton Junction and
Wherwell stations, and the sites of Stockbridge, Clatford and Andover Town.
The trips were well attended with only three spare places over the two
afternoons, and at £10 per head they raised some more useful funds for the Friends.
They were also very well received, and proposals are in hand to repeat them on an
occasional basis in the future, with promotional assistance from TVBC and the
Heritage and Visitor Centre in Romsey.
All in all, an extremely successful three days. Particular thanks to everyone who
helped in getting the site to a very presentable state in time for our many visitors.
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Dramatic Progress!
Dick Hewett
Any members who have not been to the signal box site for a few months or more
will be astounded by the changes which have been made since the beginning of this
year. This has all been possible thanks to the significant financial support of the
Heritage Lottery Fund (HLF), Test Valley Borough Council (TVBC), our local
Hampshire County Councilor Mark Cooper, and Romsey Town Council. Contributions
in kind have also been given, and continue to be given, by Croudace Ltd (developers
of the neighboring ex-school site) and Barry Young from BHM Electrical. We are
extremely grateful to all these people: without them, the progress would have been
impossible. (My apologies if I've
missed anyone out.)

The plans
During the 18 months we've had
no public access from Winchester
Road, we have been determined to
focus on completing the site with
upgraded facilities and artefacts.
We have also been planning for the
imminent arrival of our Cowley
Bridge Junction miniature signal box (of more elsewhere in this edition), for which
we needed a suitable building. With the invaluable assistance of James Laffeaty, a
Trustee of the Buildings Preservation Trust, a comprehensive review was undertaken
and broad plans put in place for the new developments we would need.
A key conclusion was that we would require a new building of some sort to
accommodate Cowley Bridge Junction, that this needed to be close to our new main
entrance (with level access), and that it should fit appropriately with the other
structures on the site. In addition, we needed to consider significant improvements
to the physical security of the site.
Photo: New building viewed from signal box window (Dave Trewern)
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Applications were then submitted for £10,000 from HLF's "Sharing Heritage"
scheme (the maximum possible), and for £5,000 from TVBC's "Community Asset
Fund". The funding was to cover the cost of the new building together with
increased marketing, to attract more visitors and to recruit new volunteers. In the
meantime, Croudace Ltd agreed to build the concrete base for the building, and
Barry Young from BHM Electrical offered to install all the electrics, which, together
with the contribution of labour by members, were all at no cost to the Friends.
Thanks to these "contributions in kind", it was a project which both HLF and TVBC
were glad to support.
A thorough specification
was established for the
building, using the maximum
amount of space available,
which would complement the
existing pavilion, and after
several tenders were
obtained, Regency Timber
Buildings from Ellesmere in
Cheshire were contracted to
supply the new building. The
garage on which the
structure was based was priced at around £5k; but the changes we specified e.g. additions (external verandah), modifications (security doors) etc. - added a further
£6k. Together with VAT, the entire cost was £13,693.
Photo: The Site, viewed from canal end (Dave Trewern)

The work
Meanwhile during 2014 funding of £2,500 was supplied by our local County
Councillor Mark Cooper to enable us to install completely new security fencing
around three sides of the site (the Buildings Preservation Trust picking up the rest of
the cost). Meanwhile, Croudace supplied the old gates from the entrance to the
school by Plaza Parade, and we have been able to use one of the larger gates, and
the smaller gate, as our new entrance gates to the site. Councillor Cooper's funding
enabled these gates to be professionally refurbished, repainted and refitted in our
new security fencing, and the whole appearance is very effective.
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Croudace constructed our new
concrete base for us, and during
February Regency delivered and
installed the new building. We
hope members will agree that it was
an excellent choice. We have also
had a new electrical supply buried
by BHM Electrical in a trench from
the signal box to the new building,
together with wiring for security
cameras and for data supply. New paving onto the site from our new entrance over
the level crossing has ensured a smooth, fairly level pathway for wheelchairs across
the site to the pavilion.
To enhance our security, we have had four CCTV cameras installed, connected to
a video recorder which will be operational 24/7 on a 30-day cycle. Anyone entering
the site will be recorded on the system. New security lighting and a voice alarm
system are also to be installed. Funding for all these measures has been provided
by one of our local Borough Councillors (Clive Collier) (£500) plus £300 from Romsey
Town Council.
There is still much work to be done before re-opening. For example, our new
building needs to be decorated throughout (a suitable colour scheme has been
agreed), Cowley Bridge Junction
needs to be installed, and electrics
fitted throughout. Groundworks
include raising and levelling areas
around the new building and
installing new pathways and a soak
away. New displays and artefacts
will be installed in both the "Pavilion"
(our old timber building) and the
"Cowley Bridge Building" (our new
structure), as well as outside. And
these are just the major items!
Photos: Inside new building (Dave Trewern)
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Visitors and volunteers
During our special Open Days in March we were very fortunate to have an
independent review of our marketing, visitor facilities and volunteer management
from Lynn Willmott, the Volunteer Manager at Mottisfont Abbey (NT). This was an
extremely valuable contribution and it changed our thinking in a number of areas.
Our plans for opening and staffing the site in future, together with our recruitment
and management of volunteers,
have been very heavily influenced
by Lynn's pertinent observations,
advice and ideas.
Visitors in future will enter the
site through our new gateway on
the other side of the site from the
signal box, and be welcomed at
the entrance to our new building.
They will then be offered either a
guided or a self-guided tour, and
advised when they can enter the signal box itself (timed tickets being given at busy
times). The upstairs of the signal box itself is being cleared of most non-authentic
items (another part of the application to HLF), so the visit there can be made as
authentic as possible. The intention is to encourage a fairly standard route for
visitors to take around the site, starting in the pavilion or signal box, and finishing by
exiting past Cowley Bridge Junction and our merchandise and souvenirs.
To staff the site properly, we will require at least five public-facing volunteers,
ranging from someone to welcome visitors and staff our small sales area and cafe,
to people who can act as guides round the site and demonstrations in the signal box
and Cowley Bridge Junction. Appropriate training will be given to all volunteers,
depending on their existing expertise and what contribution they would wish to
make. Knowledge of railways and signaling will not be required for all staff - some
roles will require not much more than a welcoming smile!
Photo: View of the new public entrance to the site (Dave Trewern)
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Dave Trewern has
developed suitable facilities
for serving refreshments
(such as tea, coffee, soft
drinks and cakes) and, along
with Jamie Brooker, has
worked to attain the
appropriate food hygiene
qualification both at home and
in the pavilion. This will mean
we can offer refreshments to
visitors, both enhancing their
visit and generating some more income for ourselves.
Plans are in hand for an enhanced range of merchandise, including relevant railway
publications, cards, souvenir mugs/key rings/etc, and even possibly a very limited
range of toys and clothing. This will be displayed close to the exit from the new
building, rather than inside the signal box where it has been displayed until now.
Photo: Dave in the re-decorated kitchen (Jamie Brooker)
The grants from HLF and TVBC also include funding for marketing and volunteer
recruitment. New literature, and greater use of modern social media, are planned,
together with a recruitment campaign for new volunteers to staff the site on open
days. The long-term aim is an increase in the number of Open Days at the site, but
this requires a greater commitment from
volunteers than we have at present. The
first stage of this work will involve an audit
of existing members to establish willingness
to assist on Open Days, and to this end I
shall be making a series of phone calls to
members over the next few weeks.
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Car parking and raising further funds
Two other related issues which need to be resolved and organized are car
parking and signage to the site. Although we will have a small dedicated car park
next to our new entrance, this will be insufficient for normal Open Days, so
discussions are in hand with TVBC concerning suitable parking and signage to the
site. Our new car park will, however, hopefully provide us with an ongoing funding
stream as we plan to rent out four of the spaces on weekdays to people working in
the town or commuters from the railway station.
After much deliberation, we have also decided to introduce a charge for entrance
on Open Days in future, rather than relying on donations. The actual pricing
structure is yet to be finalized, however it is likely to include a single charge for
adults (in the order of £2.50-£3) with free entrance for children. These two funding
streams will make us more self-sufficient and sustainable at a time when our parent
body, the Buildings Preservation Trust, doesn’t have the resources to cover
shortfalls. At the same time, we shall continue with a membership subscription
scheme and donations will continue to be sought from members and visitors alike.

Member involvement!
This whole development has been a major project in itself, and the description
above doesn't cover everything. Our intention is to re-open to the public from
September 2015 (details elsewhere in this newsletter), giving ourselves four more
months from the start of May to complete as much of our plans as possible.
Although we will have access through Brick Lane again from July, there is still plenty
of work to do and we'd rather delay re-opening until we are ready.
We would just like to give a special thanks to James Laffeaty for the support and
advice he has given throughout the project.
Now we need the support of our increasing membership to complete the work,
and to re-open to the public with a significantly enhanced attraction. Members be
ready for that phone call!
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Brick Lane Developments
Jamie Brooker
In the last edition of the Signal, we left you with some information
about the progress that was happening on the old school site. Since then,
buildings have gone up very quickly and it seems that most of the exterior
works have been completed. Some
of the houses have now been
Photo:
TheSome
site early
(David
Photo:
of thethis
newyear
houses
occupied for a number of months
Trewern)
and it seems that it is only the
flats that are left to be completed.
We are due to regain access from
Winchester Road in June/July so it
would seem that the building
works are on schedule. The road
that comes into the estate is called
‘Brick Lane’ so this will hopefully
help people to find us when we
reopen.

Photo: House closest to our site and our
car park (David Trewern)
We have yet to meet our new
neighbours, but hope they will be
friendly and keen to help the
signal box.
Before the contractors leave the
area, we are going to purchase a
means of controlling the parking
in our car park and when the
roads are resurfaced, this will be
installed. This is a requirement to
ensure we have the spaces when
we need them!

Photo: Flats [left], road into estate and other houses [right] (David Trewern)
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Site Report
Gavin Brooker
Throughout 2014/15, work has continued, despite the closure of the Signal
box to the public. A special mention to Dave Trewern and Keith Philips who
continued their hard work on the box itself by completing another outer facia
before the bad weather set in. Sadly Keith is no longer involved with the box but
Dave has “carried on” and has done a great job renovating the Pavilion including
the toilet and kitchen areas.
Other works carried out during the past year were (in no particular order);
• Neil: garden works.
• Jamie / Peter / Colin / Tom / Josh / Matthew / James and Dick: cable trench
digging to the new building.
• Ben: various artefact renovations including work on a GWR aspect plate.
• Tom, Josh, Matthew and James: carried out various re-painting work and other
odd jobs including helping with the gardens.
• Jamie: dismantled, striped and undercoated the ground frame and Lucy is
presently in the process of applying the top coats.
• Various vegetation and tree removals prior to new fencing being installed.
• Complete replacement of fencing by external contractors.
• Renovation and installation of the original school gates by external contractors.
• Neil : Removal of the level crossing posts ready for replacement.
• Laying down of concrete base for new building by Croudace.
• Erection of the new building by Regency timber buildings.
• BMH Electrical : Installation of cabling between the box and the new building.
• Specification and installation of security camera system by Paul Trewern with
help from Dave.
In the coming months we hope to have completed
• Filling in of the trench and the re-paving.
• Ground frame re-paint and reassembly.
• The reconnection of the ground frame
• Path heights/levels changed to match new
building.
• Internal decoration of the new building.
• Installation of new crossing gate posts and rehanging of renovated crossing gates.
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Maintenance Report
David Trewern
Well, again not a great deal has happened on the maintenance front since the last
report.
I did have a run around with an oily rag and grease gun before the open weekend of
the 7th and 8th March. One or two issues have been highlighted which need to be
addressed before we open again. The rear end of signal five pivot needs to be secured
and the pivot pin on the point leaver (8) crank in the locking room needs securing with
a split pin.
I am aware that I will have to spend some time on the maintenance before we fully
open again, which is only just around the corner now. I am quite looking forward to
getting things up together again. One of the first things to do is organize the
“maintenance” shelf in the shed. I want to have things in a logical order so that it’s
easy to see the necessary oils, greases, rags and all the other paraphernalia that is
required. Stock checking should also be easier so that I don’t run out of something
just as I need it.
The recent lapse in maintenance has been due to me
carrying out a great deal of redecorating, renovations
and alterations elsewhere on the site.
I have been
concentrating
on the inside of the heritage centre as this was
the ideal time to strip this out and have a blitz
on it, while we are closed. Regular readers will
know that I, with Peter’s help (I can’t take all
the credit) have now completed the toilet and
display areas. I (we) have been working hard
to get the kitchen and toilet lobby areas at least to a presentable standard ready for
the recent open weekend. This was achieved although it was touch and go for a while.
The work has consisted of creating a divide between the toilet and the kitchen area,
this was achieved in the form of a self-closing door, but this required the installation of
a door frame and handle mechanism.
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The door between the kitchen and display area
has been cut in half to create a stable type
door. A shelf has been fitted to the lower
section in order to serve drinks from the
kitchen. A new false ceiling was also created in
the toilet lobby, which was made removable to
allow access to storage above the toilet. The
upper wall in the kitchen was getting some
black mould on it, which was not only unsightly
but also un-hygienic. This has now been treated with bleach and a white primer
applied. The whole ceiling area has now also been painted with white kitchen and
bathroom emulsion, which resists mould. The walls, doors, frames and window frames
have been painted, which has made a huge difference. I have not finished yet as I still
have another coat to put on the walls etc. I also have to decide what shelves need to
be installed. These will have to be made and painted in white gloss for cleanliness and
hygiene. The cupboard interiors then need to be emptied, cleaned and painted out.
In order to improve the kitchen lighting I have installed a 4ft fluorescent light, which
has definitely made a big difference. The old light for the toilet lobby was on the
sloping ceiling and so after fitting the false one I have installed a new 2ft fluorescent to
this area, which again has improved things.
The museum display area lighting has also been changed. The two fluorescent lights
have been removed and two pendants installed in their place. Two “cooley” style
shades have been purchased and the tops painted Buckingham green to match the
other green areas. This looks much more in keeping with the surroundings. They
obviously give a much-reduced light but this was known beforehand and will be
addressed when the displays are returned. The plan is to highlight some of the
displays with spotlights and/or ribbon LED lighting under the shelves.
All in all these are exciting times and when complete the exhibits will hopefully be
presented in an interesting and meaningful way. Some form of interactivity can also be
incorporated by installing push buttons for some of the exhibit lighting.
I think I’m going to have my work cut out for some time to come! Now, where did I
leave my paintbrush? No, on second thoughts, a lay down in a darkened room first I
think!
All photos in this article taken by David Trewern
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Swanage Railway trip
Jamie Brooker
After the success of the trip to Ropley and St Albans signal box, it was
decided to make these members trips a regular event, this time round, we
decided we should visit the Swanage Railway. Being an association that
revolves around railway signalling, the trip was planned with the signalling
side of the railway in mind. This meant we wanted to go when all three boxes
were open (the railway can run with just two, or even one signal box open)
and also when there was a timetable to provide sufficient transport between
stations. This lead us to choose the Autumn steam gala weekend as our event
date.
So on Sunday the 19th of October
David Trewern, , Jamie Brooker, Peter
Chatfield, Janet Payne, Ben Cook, Tom,
Matthew Dale, David and Marion Canning,
David, James and Dick Hewett (who kindly
provided transport in the form of a mini
bus) set out from Romsey for a fun filled
day of signal box-ing and steam travel.
Photo: Ex-underground train, Metropolitan 1 (Jamie Brooker)
Our main contact at the Swanage railway is Roger Pleasant who is a Signal
man there and a member at Romsey. Roger met us at the car park and walked us
to the platform at Norden. Once on the train, we split up
into three groups so I will therefore be telling the day’s
events from my group’s point of view (David Trewern, Ben
Cook, Tom and myself). Our first stop was Harmans Cross
signal box. This box basically provides a passing point for
trains, when there are two or more trains running at one
time, it also provides access to sidings located just off of
the station. With its 22 lever Stevens frame, it’s a
relatively small box with not much room for observers so
it was a bit of a squeeze to fit us all in.
Photo: Harman’s Lever Frame (Jamie Brooker)
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Because the railway is single line, communication to and from Harman’s Cross
is in the form of Electric Key token
(EKT), so the signalman is constantly
dashing in and out of the box. Once
we had got in the way of the signal
man, it was time to move to our next
signal box which was Corfe Castle
where we were met by Mike Walshaw
(another member at RSB).

Photos: Corfe Castle Signal box
(David Canning)
This is the newest signal box on the line
as it was built in 2011 to allow the railway to
expand and in early 2016, Swanage hope to
run a regular service to Wareham on the
main line! With a 32 lever Westinghouse
frame, there are plenty of spare levers to
signal trains to Wareham. Again, there are EKT instruments to Harmans Cross and
no signalman EKT to Norden crossing box, but there is also an electric tablet
machine to Swanage for when Harman’s Cross is switched out.
Finally, we moved onto Swanage signal box, with the biggest lever frame
containing 40 levers in its Westinghouse frame. This is the only signal box to be
located away from the platform. On days like the steam galas, the signal man is
VERY busy and being situated away from the platform is probably very nice so you
don’t have too many visitors (but we
managed to slip under the radar).
This signal box also has an EKT to
Harmans Cross and the other Electric
Tablet machine. When the railway
run their evening DMU service, this
box can also be switched out to
allow the railway to only need one
signal man at Corfe Castle. This
signal box was very impressive and
very busy, so after a while, we
disappeared to get some fish and
chips by the sea. Photo: Swanage frame (Jamie Brooker)
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Photo: Swanage Signal Box (David Canning)
On our way back up the line, we stopped again at Corfe Castle to have a look
at the old Corfe Castle lever frame. This was a Stevens frame that was left behind
from the British Rail/Southern days
because it was locked away where the
scrap merchants couldn’t get to it. It was
used by the Swanage Railway before the
new signal box was commissioned and is
now defunct and is eventually going to be
turned into a simulator to allow the public
to have a go at signaling (sound
familiar??)
Back at Norden, there was one last
surprise. We got to have a look in the Norden crossing box. This is just a token
exchange point for trains heading to Wareham,
because another token is needed. Eventually this
will control the crossing gates, and if the trial
service to Wareham is popular, the control of the
level crossing will be moved to Corfe Castle.
Everyone had a great day and we were very
impressed by the railway and what they have
achieved.
Photos: Norden crossing box (Jamie Brooker)
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Part 3

Un-Considered History
Neil Kerns
So far most of the historic items that I have looked at are in current use, but a week
in North Devon allowed some exploration of the closed Barnstaple - Bideford –
Torrington - Halwill Junction line. The line closed to passengers in 1965, but remained
open as far as Meeth until 1982 for china clay traffic. After an abortive attempt to
reopen a Barnstaple – Bideford passenger service, track lifting was completed in 1985.
The line was eventually converted to a long distance footpath, now known as the
“Tarka Trail”. Many items of railway equipment were left in position, as there was no
value to the scrap contractors in removing them. What was expedient then, now
provides a glimpse of some items normally safely out of investigation on the working
trackside.
The Taw estuary is quite exposed and a few shelters have been provided between
Barnstaple and Fremington Quay. Some are modern steel and wooden structures
which are showing signs of decay. This concrete permanent way hut has been
adapted for its’ modern role. What this image does not show clearly, is the fox sat in
the second man’s window is smoking a joint and the London Underground symbol has
“TARKA” as the line
description. The
destination blind
reads “NOWHERE”.
It’s rumored that the
young lady in the
driver’s seat is a
representation of
one of the local
vicar’s daughter
about 15 years ago.
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Fremington Quay was a
lesser known railway port.
Most people are aware of
the involvement in the
Southern Railway Port of
Southampton or the
channel ports and the
Great Central Railway
development of the Port of
Immingham. But how many
people have heard of
Fremington Quay?
The port received coal from
South Wales for local
distribution as it was cheaper than transporting coal by rail from South Wales. Also
artificial fertiliser was distributed by rail from Fremington. Quarried rock and china
clay were shipped out. One of the problems of using the quay was the high tidal
range which limited the size of the vessels using the quays. Most of the sidings were
cleared before the line closed and eventually only the original platform places
remained. When the Tarka Trail was
opened, the station and signal box were
recreated to look like the original buildings
as a café, visitor centre and cycle hire
business.
We are all familiar with bridge restriction
signs, but they have a long history. The
railways were concerned about the new
fangled motor vehicles damaging their
bridges and erected suitable warning signs.
Most signs like this were replaced many
years ago, but I assume this one was just
too difficult to remove. The bridge is now
protected by modern retro-reflective
standard weight restriction signs.
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Instow signal box closed in
1979 and the neighbouring
level crossing was
converted to automatic half
barriers. The line to Meeth
claypits survived until
1982, just after the
cessation of the milk traffic
from Torrington in 1980.
The signal box has been
preserved and is
maintained by the group
who have preserved
Bideford station. During
the spell between the
closure of the line and purchase of the route by Devon County Council, the signal box
became a “listed” building. It occasionally opens to the public on Sundays in the
summer, but it is probably best to check with Bideford Railway Museum that Instow
box will be open on a particular day.
http://www.bidefordrailway.co.uk/instow/instow-signal-box/
We have already looked at some prefabricated concrete items, but a number of
gradient posts have survived along the Tarka Trail. They are not particularly unusual,
but was the 1 in 5000 gradient really accurate surveying or just an approximation?
Just north of Bideford
was this stone bridge
where Vinegar Lane
crossed the former
railway line. It was
refurbished about 15
years ago to maintain
the right of way over the
Tarka Trail.
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Bideford station is quite restricted
for photography. This link:
http://www.bidefordrailway.co.uk/
gives the history of the line and the
current preservation progress.
South of Bideford the course of the
railway line to Torrington crosses
the River Torridge. The original
bridges have been refurbished for
use by the Tarka Trail.

A few miles further on,
Torrington station has its’ own
preservation group, Tarka
Valley Railway.
http://tarkavalleyrailway.co.uk/
There is no signalling
equipment on their site, but
they do have a small Fowler
diesel loco with one coach and
a couple of freight vehicles. The
station building is original and
has been converted to a pub
(The Puffing Billy). Purely in the interests of investigating railway history, I visited
twice, but it was closed on both occasions.
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Torrington was originally the end of the
standard gauge line built in 1872. Beyond
Torrington the three foot gauge tracks of the
Torrington and Marland Mineral Railway
wound around the hills southwards to serve a
variety of clay pits around Meeth. In 1923 the
line was converted to standard gauge as the
North Devon and Cornwall Jn Railway and
extended through to Halwill Jn. This line was
part of the Colonel Stephens group of light
railways and remained independently owned
but operated by the Southern Railway until
nationalisation in 1948. As a light railway most
of the infrastructure has disappeared along the
Tarka Trail, but the viaduct across the River
Torridge South of Torrington was rebuilt for
standard gauge and is maintained as part of
the Tarka trail.
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The site of the first halt south of Torrington survives at Watergate Halt, mainly
because the station was rebuilt with a prefabricated concrete platform by the
Southern Region.

The metaled surface of the Tarka Trail finishes at Watergate Halt. My exploration of
the Tarka Trail stopped a few miles further on at the summit of the line near East
Yarde. Beyond Watergate, there were no artefacts to show the trail had once been a
railway.
Many thanks to Neil for contributing this very interesting article. The next
edition of ‘The Signal’ will bring the fourth part, or a new series TBC
Photos in this article also used with thanks to Neil
Kerns.
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S&T Report
Steve Hailes
The S&T department hasn’t been working anything like as hard as the other
departments during the shutdown, so once again we’re grateful for the way the
regular crew look after our equipment as well.
A check of the signaling equipment was carried out before the open days at the
beginning of March and there were only minor gremlins to rectify. There are
several lamps in the signal box diagram that don’t illuminate; all of these were
checked and found to be the result of loose connections which can’t be
permanently rectified. We may have to consider permanent replacement of these
with LEDs as we also don’t have spares of the lamp-holders. However, the
telephone concentrator was also checked and found to be faulty – on investigation
there were two blown fuses. Unfortunately the fuses are a unique telecom style
“indicating” fuse which are no longer manufactured and the stocks at Romsey had
run out. The blown fuses were replaced by moving fuses from less critical circuits
and I’m currently investigating the feasibility of repairing them. In the meantime a
successful bid on eBay has resulted in ten of these fuses being acquired. Having
got the concentrator “more or less” working it was tested and we noticed that
incoming calls don’t ring the bell
(although the clatter of the relays is
more than enough to draw the
signalman’s attention to the incoming
call!). There wasn’t time to investigate
this but I’m pretty sure this is the result
of previously noticed damage to
switches on the operating panel, as the
circuit to the bell is “daisy-chained”
across all the call switches. It would be
very difficult to repair or replace these
switches, and we may have to consider
other options – for example replacing it
with something recovered from
elsewhere or even downgrading it to a
non-functioning exhibit.
Photo: telephone concentrator
(David Trewern)
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The group’s attention now turns to
making use of the other signalling
exhibit items we have. We have received
an SGE “Searchlight” colour light signal
head, which has a single aperture and
lamp which shows red or green aspects
depending upon which colour filter is
passed between the lamp and the lens.
The intention is to make this a working
exhibit in the new visitor centre, so the
external metalwork needs to be cleaned
and repainted. On investigation inside
the head the lamp module is missing,
but this can be overcome by fabricating
a new assembly which has the
considerable fringe benefit that we can
see the filter carrier move as it changes
the signal’s aspect (it would be hidden if
we had the proper lamp unit). We just
need now to create a simple control
circuit to feed the 12V or 5V needed for
the new LED lamp and the 24V for the
aspect changing mechanism, ideally connected over some form of time delay
switch so members of the public can operate the switch and make the signal
aspect change.
We’ve also acquired one each of two aspect, three aspect and four aspect signal
heads and want to put these on display near the bottom of the embankment
between the Pavilion and the canal. We’d like to get these wired up so that realistic
aspect sequences can be displayed, although getting a valid aspect sequence with
such different heads will be a challenge! This will require some form of logic
controller to control the sequences, and we’ll depend on the Brookers to do that
part of the project.
We’re looking forward to seeing Cowley Bridge in its new incarnation appear on
site and to seeing these exhibits in regular use.
Photos: Steve Hails inspecting the searchlight signal (Jamie Brooker)
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Diary Dates
6th of September 2015

Suggested date for reopening. More
news will be available via the website,
the blog and our Facebook page
(Romsey Signal Box)

1st or 22nd of August
2015

Suggested dates for trip to
Gloucester and Worcester railway.
All members are welcome, get in
touch if interested.

Access arrangements
We are pleased to report that works will be ongoing at
Romsey Signal Box during 2015 while we are closed, as stated
above, we plan to reopen in September. The Signal Box will be
open for volunteers to undertake various works to the site with a
core program of opening for volunteers on the first Sunday each
month, core hours 10am - 3pm. Updates from these work days e
available via our website, blog and Facebook page.
Please note that members who are not regular volunteers
are welcome to visit the Signal Box on the work days. Because
parking and access through the housing estate to the Signal Box is
now difficult, and the fact we wish to respect local residents, we can
only accommodate this by prior notice to Peter, Dick, Neil, or
Gavin (see contact at the front). This is so we can give you the
latest information about parking arrangements and how to access
our site via the new entrance.
We are unable to offer demonstrations
of the Signal Box on these work days.
We hope you enjoyed this edition, and look
forward to seeing you when we re-open in
September!
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